Abstract-This paper describes the design, fabrication, characterization, and satellite integration of a miniaturized two axis sun sensor which has been used in the attitude control system of the Spanish nano-satellite NANOSAT-1B. This device is made of four silicon photodiodes monolithically integrated in a crystalline silicon substrate, protected by a transparent cover glass assembled on the same silicon die against space radiation damage. The sensor fabrication combines standard silicon processing technology with a high performance solar cell fabrication process. The sensor, including electronics and mechanical and electrical interfacing with the satellite, has a small size (3 cm 3 cm) and low weight (24 gr.), with a sun field-of-view greater than 60 with an angle accuracy better than 0.15 . Three of these sensors have already been integrated in the NANOSAT-1B platform that has been successfully launched in July 2009. Index Terms-Angle measurement, cover glass, field-of-view (FOV), satellite attitude control, silicon photodiodes, sun sensor.
actuators [1] [2] [3] [4] . Gyroscopes, horizon earth detectors, magnetometers, earth gravity sensors, infrared earth radiation detection, or star trackers are commonly used as attitude sensors [5] [6] [7] . Even more popular are sun sensors that can determine the attitude by measuring the sun vector [8] [9] [10] .
Sun sensors are nowadays successfully used in terrestrial applications, especially in the field of renewable energies as, for example, concentration photovoltaic plants and heliostats, where sun tracking is mandatory to maximize conversion efficiency [11] . In these cases the devices require a small value of the field-of-view (FOV), typically , with very accurate angle measurement (precision about 0.01 ). In satellite applications, a common requirement is to measure the sun vector in any position inside a 360 range around the platform. This requirement is usually fulfilled using three sensors with 120 FOV ( ) working together. However, a wider FOV in classical sun sensors involves a worse precision. Sun sensors in satellite applications have typically resolutions about 0.5 and algorithms to discriminate solar reflection in the earth (albedo component). Commercial light angle sensors [12] or related devices [13] are susceptible to be used as sun sensors, but their application in space is prevented by the harsh conditions of the environment due to radiation and extreme temperatures. Besides, small size, low weight and low power consumption are also mandatory. Although some attempts of sun sensors application to space can be found in the literature, the fact is that either, they have relatively large sizes ( ), hence incompatible with small platforms (nano, and pico-satellites) [8] , or fail to meet the mission requirements such as the micro-optical-mechanical systems (MOEMS) [9] , [10] based devices, which do not provide experimental accuracies better than 0.5 in the whole FOV range.
In this paper, we describe a miniaturized two axis sun sensor with a FOV and an angle accuracy better than 0.5 . Both parameters are defined by satellite manufacturer (INTA) in order to fulfill the NANOSAT-1B mission requirements. The sensor combines standard silicon processing technology with a UPC baseline crystalline silicon solar cell fabrication process, leading to small area ( ), low weight ( ), low cost, and low-power device. All materials used in the sensor fabrication process are compatible with space requirements in terms of thermal and vibration resistance, and low degasification (ECSS-70-71A rev.1 and ECSS-Q-70-08A standards [14] , [15] ). Furthermore the device incorporates on top of the chip a transparent radiation shield, called cover-glass, traditionally used as radiation protection in space photovoltaic modules and cells [16] . Three of these sensors have already been integrated in the Spanish nano-satellite NANOSAT-1B that has been launched in July of 2009. This satellite has a small size (less than half a meter side with a weight less than 20 Kg) and it has been placed in a sun-synchronus orbit, 660 Km altitude (low earth orbit), 98 inclination angle, 98 min orbital rotation period, and a mission life between three and five years. The main purpose of NANOSAT platform series is the demonstration in orbit of new emerging technologies with scientific payloads, for observation or communications using low weight and low-cost integrated instruments.
II. SENSOR CONCEPT AND DEVICE DESIGN

A. Concept
The sensor consists of two pairs of photodiodes fabricated monolithically in the same crystalline silicon substrate and placed orthogonally to measure the two angles of the sun vector defined as it can be seen in Fig. 1(a) . The FOV is restricted in a cone of , and therefore, using basics trigonometry, angles and must satisfy (1) (1)
To measure one particular angle we use a pair of photodiodes using the simplified scheme depicted in Fig. 1(b) . The sensor concept is similar to a previous device reported by us in [11] , but in this case the device integrates on chip a transparent glass (cover glass) of thickness that is metalized in the top surface with the exception of a small window of length and width . The sun light illuminates the diodes partially through this window, being and the illuminated areas of photodiodes 1 and 2, respectively. In our sensor, instead of using a conventional glass cover, we have performed the metallization directly on a space cover glass acting additionally as a shield for extraterrestrial radiation. The impinging sun radiation generates a photocurrent in each photodiode, which is proportional to the projected irradiance in the sensor plane and to the illuminated area [11] . This area depends of the light angle in the glass , that differs from incident light angle due to refraction in the glass-air interface. Refracted angle is related with incident angle by the well known Snell's law (2) , where and are the refraction index of cover glass ( ) and air ( ), respectively (2) When the sun is located just in the direction normal to the photodiode plane ( ), the illuminated areas and are the same, and so the photocurrents are equal provided the photodiode characteristics have a good match. For an arbitrary relative position between the sun vector and the photodiode plane, the illuminated areas will be different and therefore photocurrents too. Photocurrents in a photodiode pair (for instance to determine angle) can be calculated as follows:
The irradiance normal to the incidence plane is related to the solar constant SC (1366 ), the incidence angle , and the earth orbit eccentricity , that varies along the year. The parameter determines the incident power to current conversion in units of A/W. Ideally, takes the same value in the two photodiodes, and it depends strongly on the fabrication process (antireflection coating, front and rear surface passivation, bulk lifetime, etc.). So its value changes with temperature, sun light spectrum (AM0 in space applications), incidence angle, and extraterrestrial radiation dose. An estimation of the parameter for AM0 and AM1.5 spectrums is shown in Fig. 2 . These curves were obtained using the semiconductor simulation program PC1D [17] in Fig. 2 the values of can strongly depend not only on the physical and technological material parameters, but also on the time of the day (angle dependence) and on the mission life (radiation dose). This is why the sensor cannot rely on the absolute values of the photocurrents but instead on a 'relative differential' function , defined as (5) where is defined as a geometrical gain ( ). From (4), as expected, it can be seen that the function is proportional to , and therefore, a thicker cover glass improves the angle sensitivity but jeopardizes sensor size. The same strategy can be used to define a similar function for angle , as follows: (6) It is important to remind that the refracted angles and depend on both incident angles and . Therefore, and are, in fact, two variable functions of and . As an example, theoretical values of the function are plotted in Fig. 3 for given geometrical values. The full determination of and needs a correlation of both functions and
B. Design
The sun sensor has been designed to satisfy the NANOSAT-1B mission requirements, that means, an angle accuracy beteer than 0.5 and a minimum FOV of , or using (2), a transmitted range angle in the glass of . Therefore, the photodiode and window lengths, and respectively (see Fig. 1 ), should be long enough to accommodate the light spot in the active solar cell region in a worst case of incidence angle ( and ) according to (7) Taking into account the available commercial cover glass thicknesses (below 0.5 mm), a minimum window length about 0.75 mm is necessary. However, was oversized to 2 mm to ensure that the window misalignment with the photodiodes does not bring significant inaccuracy to the measure. We assume 50 as a maximum window misalignment (or a of uncertainty in the solar cell area under perpendicular incidence). Moreover, the 2 mm window length value provides large enough current levels in the whole angle measurement range, leading to a high signal-to-noise ratio, and minimizing the impact of nonideal effects of the auxiliary electronics as can be voltage and/or currents offsets in the transimpedance preamplifier stage (see Section IV). For the same reasons, the window width was established to (1 mm), so the nominal solar cell area (under perpendicular sun incidence) is 1 . The layout used in this work along with a fabricated silicon device are shown in Fig. 4 . The total silicon die area is 0.75 cm 0.85 cm. The cover glass has a smaller width than the silicon substrate to allow the wire-bonding in the periphery. The electrode pads were also used to prealign the cover glass to the silicon die. The window placement and the distance between the photodiode pairs were calculated to avoid light coupling between them in the whole angle range of measurement.
III. DEVICE FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION
The fabrication of the silicon device has been done in the Laboratory of the MNT group of the UPC. The sensor fabrication combines standard processes used in silicon technology, with processing currently used at the MNT group to build high performance photovoltaic devices and solar cells [18] . The device fabrication sequence has three main stages: silicon die fabrication, cover glass metallization defining the two light windows, and cover glass bonding to the silicon die.
A. Silicon Die Fabrication
The silicon die is fabricated using Fz p-type (1.0 ) crystalline silicon 4 inch double side polished wafers. The fabrication process has the following steps: a) Thermal oxidation at 1060
. b) Definition of the emitter regions ( regions) of the four photodiodes using standard photolithography, etching, and phosphorus doping using planar diffusion sources, . c) etching at the front and rear surfaces. d) Thermal dry oxidation for surface passivation (low recombination at surfaces) and antireflection coating purposes . e) Photolithography to define base contacts (P+ regions), etching and boron diffusion using planar diffusion sources . f) Emitter contacts in N+ regions defined by photolithography and etching. g) Finally, Ti/Pt/Au (30 nm/120 nm/350 nm) deposition using sputtering and patterning using liftoff technique. A thermal annealing was performed at C during 20 min in forming gas ambient to ensure good ohmic contacts and passivation at the front and rear device surfaces.
To preserve lifetime all thermal oxidations were performed in very clean conditions, thanks to the use of Dicloroethylene (DCE) in oxidation furnaces. Besides RCA cleaning sequence was used prior to every high-temperature step.
B. Cover Glass Metallization
We use uncoated cover glass 4" wafers of 400 thickness (model CMO430 QIOPTIQ ® ). The cover glass metallization has been made as follows: a) photoresist deposition at the front side; b) metallization by e-beam evaporation of a stack of Ti/Pd (30 nm/120 nm); and c) metal patterning using liftoff technique and thermal annealing in inert ambient ( ) to ensure good adherence between metals and cover glass.
C. Silicon-Cover Glass Bonding
To bond cover glass with silicon we use the glue bonding technique. To perform the silicon-glass integration the spatial NASA certified transparent non-conductive epoxy EPO-TEK ® 302-3M was used. Prior to bonding epoxy was degasified in vacuum (0.02 mbar) to avoid bubbles. The epoxy was deposited carefully in four peripheral points to avoid covering the electrodes (die pads) and windows. The bonding step was performed with a maximum alignment error of 50 . Finally, the epoxy was cured at C in ambient.
D. Characterization
In order to be able to assess the optical losses, the light transmittance of cover glass has been measured as it is shown in However cover glass has a relevant absortance in the ultraviolet part of the spectrum (300-380 nm). Light reflectance at the top surface of our devices was also measured, and an effective reflectance was calculated taking into account the reflectance and cover glass absortance losses as can be seen in Fig. 5(b) . To emulate the encapsulated device, as it is explained in Section IV, an extra cover glass is incorporated to the measurements [see measurement setup scheme in the inset of Fig. 5(b) ]. Measuring the period of oscillations in the experimental reflectance curve [19] , the thickness of epoxy can be estimated, to about 3 . The electrical behavior of the sensor photodiodes was measured using standard terrestrial test conditions: solar light spectrum AM1.5 1000 , C, and normal incidence. In Fig. 6 the illuminated -curves for the two pair of photodiodes are shown. As it can be seen, a very good matching between the curves has been obtained in our devices (differences below 2% in photocurrents). Main photovoltaic parameters values are included in the graphs (see tables inset in the graphs). It is important to stress here that the parameter has values ranging from 0.28 to 0.3 A/W using spectrum AM1.5 for our devices, confirming that recombination at the front surface and in the bulk is low (see Fig. 2 ).
IV. ELECTRONICS AND MECHANICAL INTERFACE
The auxiliary electronics consists basically of four current-voltage converters, one per photodiode as can be seen in Fig. 7(a) . The amplifier gain is adjusted by means of resistance taking into account maximum expected current and saturation output voltage level of amplifiers. A voltage offset is established in the non-inverting input of amplifier to polarize photodiodes in the photoconductive region, where current is almost constant an equal to . The capacitor is used to reduce high frequency noise. Discrete components and the amplifier used (LM124AWGRL-QMLV) fulfil the space standards MIL-PRF-38535 QML Level V 5962-99054. Fig. 7(b) shows the implementation of the printed circuit board containing the solar sensor and its auxiliary electronics. Electronics and silicon sensor are packaged in an alodined 3 mm thickness aluminum box to attenuate the influence of the outer-space radiation effect. Assuming an ideal behavior of the current-voltage stages and the same feedback resistance in the four amplifiers, we can obtain , for instance, combining the output voltages of a photodiode pair as follows: (8) These amplified voltages are the inputs to the Attitude and Orbit Control Subsystem (AOCS) of the satellite platform, which carries out the digital processing of the signals providing the incidence angles of solar radiation.
The electronics assembly has been done considering the special requirements demanded by space applications. One of these requirements [15] determines that golden terminals, where welding processes involve Sn, shall not be used. For this reason, the solar sensor has been wire-bonded to an intermediate board (1.3 cm 1.05 cm) with golden terminals using 25 gold wires to facilitate this process, using double wire to have a redundant electrical connection in each pad. Its pads in the periphery have been de-golden by mechanical polishing following recommendations given in [15] . This intermediate board has been glued and welded on top of a double-sided printed circuit board PCB (2.6 cm 2.6 cm) with pretinned wires. The layout of the electronic components has been determined according to its functionality and maximizing their protection against high energy particle radiation. The silicon sensor is placed in the center of the board where a window in the aluminum package is located. The sensor is protected with an additional external cover-glass placed on the package. The rest of the other components are located near the edges of the back side of the board, as far from the input window as possible. In Fig. 8 , the sun sensor is shown once auxiliary electronics and silicon die are enclosed in the aluminum box. The steps in the input window of the aluminum structure are designed to avoid light reflections inside the active area of the sensor.
It should be stressed that all previous manufacturing steps above described have tolerances, and a final misalignment is expected respect to the sensor positional reference. For this reason, a ground calibration of the sensor, as it will be explained in the next section, is necessary to compensate these deviation effects.
V. RESULTS
A. Angle Measurements
Sensor calibration has been performed at the Laboratory of Certification of photovoltaic solar cells for space use, SPA-SOLAB, located in the Instituto Nacional de Técnica Aeroespacial (INTA). This calibration procedure consists in the use of a high-accurate Angular Positioning System (APS), see Fig. 9 , specifically developed by the USE group for this purpose. This instrument is necessary to achieve high precision calibration curves, and to compensate any misalignment suffered by the sensor in their manufacturing steps. The APS consists in two rotary stepper motors, whose axes cut in the centre of the sensor to be calibrated. In this way, the displacement of the sensor below the radiation field is limited and the negative effect of the nonuniformity of the radiation is reduced. STANDA 8MR191 Stepper motors have been used for this table because their precision of 0.01 is more than one order of magnitude better that the desired target precision. Before calibrating a sensor, the table is placed below a solar simulator and a reference solar cell is used to adjust the standard AM0 irradiance (1366 ). The positioning table is controlled using specific programs implemented with Labview v8.0. This software generates a sun sensor calibration pattern that forms a 5 when moving both incident angles from to 60 . Proprietary software characterizes and postprocesses the response of the unit and generates the corresponding calibration tables.
An example of the voltage measured in a particular photodiode as a function of the light incident angles and can be seen in Fig. 10(a) . In this example, the existence of a roughness in the surface can be appreciated. Unfortunately, this effect was produced for the bubbles that appeared in the epoxy resin during the wire bonding stage (see photograph in Fig. 10(a) ). This is the reason why it was decided to place resin out of the sensing areas of the photodiodes. As result, smooth surfaces, like the one depicted in Fig. 10(b) , were obtained. The next step in the calibration procedure is the calculation of and as functions of incident angles and . As an example, an experimental function is shown in Fig. 11 . This experimental surface is quite close to the theoretical one presented in Fig. 3 .
Once the calibration curve is obtained it is necessary a verification process, in which the sensor is tested in the two-axis rotary motorized table. Fig. 12 shows the errors between the predicted angles using the calibration curve and the actual ones for a particular sun sensor. The sensor response for 450 random positions are captured and compared with the real angles provided by steppers. We can see that errors in the 99.5% of angle positions are smaller than 0.1 , and errors smaller than 0.05 are in the 87.3% of measurements. Thus, the mission requirements as a FOV of and angle resolution better than 0.5 , about 0.15 in our sun sensors, have been successfully achieved. 
B. Flight Qualification Tests
Sensors have been subjected to a set of qualification tests in order to guarantee the necessary life-cycle of NANOSAT-1B mission (see [20] for details). Outgassing, thermal, vibration, EMI and impact tests of sun sensors have been carried out using INTA facilities. A qualification model (QM) prototype has been tested with vibrations of 10 g at frequencies up to 1 KHz and shocks, with accelerations range 50 to 30000 g from 1.0 to 0.12 s, respectively. Destructive effects cannot be observed by means of the sounds produced in hazard shocks throughout vibration test. Thermal test involves a sharp warming. Sun sensors have been exposed to 50 thermal cycles of 120 C amplitude temperature increasing at 10 min rates. It has not been observed changes in colors or permanent deformations that might indicate degradation in the selected component. Some Sun sensors were irradiated in a Tandem Van de Graaff particle accelerator, being exposed to orbit radiation conditions of the NANOSAT-1B mission, without observing any degradation in the sensor structure and functionality. 
C. Satellite Integration
The sun sensors are part of the Complementary Scientific Payload of Spanish nano-satellite NANOSAT-1B (see Fig. 13 ), manufactured by the INTA, at launched in July 2009. They provide support to the AOCS determining the two-axis incidence angle of a solar radiation, in order to achieve the on-orbit attitude satellite control.
Three sun sensors (uSSA, uSSB, and uSSC) have been installed in the satellite as it is depicted in Fig. 14, where are the coordinate systems respect to each sensor, while is the inertial reference system respect to satellite body
The orientation of the three sensors has been calculated to guarantee that at least one sensor receives sun light during its normal operation when is opposite to nadir pointing. Two 40 wedges have been accommodated in uSSA and uSSB bases to prevent sensors from albedo effects. Transformations of coordinates from sensors to the satellite reference system are given by (9) (10) (11) Nowadays, sun sensors data and telemetries are being received on ground station successfully. The analysis of the information received suggests that flight sun sensors fulfill the resolution, accuracy and functional targets of the mission.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper shows the design, fabrication, characterization, and satellite integration of a miniaturized two-axis sun sensor for satellite attitude control. This device uses monolithically integrated four silicon photodiodes, including a transparent cover glass on the same silicon die to act as shield to prevent space radiation damage. Device fabrication combines microelectronics technology with a high efficiency solar cell fabrication process, allowing a small size (3 cm 3 cm) and low weight (24 gr) device. Our sun sensors fulfill mission requirements yielding a sun FOV upper , and angle accuracy better than 0.15 . Once the qualification prototype pass the vibration, thermal and radiation tests, three flight devices have been mounted in the Spanish nano-satellite NANOSAT-1B that has been successfully launched in July of 2009. 
